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Psychophysical studies on electrical stimulation of the auditory nerve have con
tributed to our understanding of the coding of sound and speech signals. Those stud

ies have also helped establish speech processing strategies for multiple-electrode
cochlear implant patients. The first studies were on temporal coding of frequency. and
pitch perception to help determine whether a single or multiple electrode implant would
be preferable for the coding of speech frequencies. Temporal frequency coding was ini
tially studied in the experimental animal by measuring difference limens for frequency
of stimulus rate. The results showed that rate coding occurs for low frequencies up to
200 or even 600 pulses per second. It was concluded that higher speech frequencies
cannot be conveyed by variations in stimulus rate but require multiple-electrode stimu
lation. These studies in experimental animals were essentially confirmed in the human.

Pitch ratio studies were undertaken to help determine if rate discriminations
were due to the perception of pitch. The studies showed that rate of stimulation
is, in fact, perceived as pitch. The pitch for electrical stimulation became proportion
ately higher with increased stimulus rate, and above 300 pulses per second
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it did not change. Pitch for rate of stimulation was independent of place of
stimulation.

Rate discrimination for different stimulus durations was studied to see if tempo
ral coding could be used convey segmental and suprasegmental speech information.
The results showed that temporal coding of frequency would not be appropriate for
coding consonants, but would be satisfactory for the lower frequency changes seen
with suprasegmental information, particularly voicing. Voicing categorisation on
single electrodes and across electrodes was then undertaken to confirm that voicing
information could be transmitted independently in place of stimulation. The results
show that this was in fact possible and that voicing could be perceived by varying
the rate of stimulation across different nerve populations.

The place coding of frequency was established early in our studies on cochlear
implant patients and these showed that pitch could be ranked on a place basis accord
ing to timbre. Timbre from dull to sharp was experienced when discrete groups of
nerve fibres were excited from a low to high frequency region of the cochlea. This
finding helped establish that a multiple-electrode speech processing strategy could
code mid to high frequencies including the second format frequency on a place cod
ing basis. Having found that place of stimulation resulted in a pitch percept described
as dull to sharp and varying rate of stimulation as a pitch from high to low, the next
task was to determine whether these two precepts would be best described as precepts
along one or two perceptual dimensions. Results showed that temporal and place of
stimulation could provide two components to the pitch of an acoustic stimulus.

Studies were also undertaken on intensity coding and the perception of loudness.
This was carried out to define the stimulus parameters responsible for intensity
coding. Loudness growth for changes in current level were much sharper than the
growth for an acoustic stimulus. These results indicated that intensity variations in
speech would need to be compressed into a narrow range of stimulus current by a
cochlear implant speech processor. A study was also undertaken to see the effect of
variations in rate of stimulation on loudness and an effect was also observed but not
as strong as for current level.

The psychophysical results supported the development of the inaugural speech pro
cessing strategy which coded voicing information as rate of stimulation, second for
mant as place of stimulation and acoustic intensity as current level. Further improve
ments in speech processing have involved the presentation of the first format as place
as stimulation in addition to the coding strategy for the inaugural processor. Recently
the outputs from three high frequency filters have been used to excite three fixed basal
electrodes in addition to the above strategy and this is the multipeak speech processor.

More recently a speech processing strategy has been investigated in which the maxi
mal outputs from a band of 16 band pass filters are selected and these code frequencies as
place of stimulation. However, instead of presenting the fundamental voicing frequency
as rate of stimulation, the electrodes are stimulated at a constant rate and the variations in
speech amplitude convey the fundamental voicing frequency. This strategy called
Spectral Maxima speech processor was compared with the Multipeak strategy on a small
group of research patients and shown to provide significant improvements both in quiet
and in noise. In view of the encouraging reSUlts, Cochlea Pty Ltd have developed the
SMSP as a commercial device called SPEAK. The main difference between SMSP and
SPEAK is that the latter extracts six spectral maxima from the outputs of 20 rather than
16 band pass filters. The SPEAK strategy has been compared with the Multipeak strategy
in a clinical trial for the FDA in the U.S.. The results from the Melbourne patients which
are similar to those obtained in the overall clinical trial indicate improved performance
particularly in the presence of background noise. As a result of the good results, this has
altered the selection of cochlear implantation in adults, and means that patients with some
residual hearing can now be considered for the implant program.
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